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Bacterial turgor pressure can be measured by atomic force microscopy
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We report a study of the deformability of a bacterial wall with an atomic force microscope~AFM!. A
theoretical expression is derived for the force exerted by the wall on the cantilever as a function of the depths
of indentation generated by the AFM tip. Evidence is provided that this reaction force is a measure for the
turgor pressure of the bacterium. The method was applied to magnetotactic bacteria of the speciesMagneto-
spirillum gryphiswaldense. Force curves were generated on the substrate and on the bacteria while scanning
laterally. With the mechanical properties so gained we obtained the spring constant of the bacterium as a
whole. Making use of our theoretical results we determined the turgor pressure to be in the range of 85 to 150
kPa.

PACS number~s!: 87.64.Dz, 87.17.Aa, 87.19.Rr, 87.16.Gj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bacteria can be divided into two classes: the so-ca
gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria, depending
their ability to be stained by the Gram technique. The en
lope of gram-negative bacteria is composed of two subsh
the inner cytoplasmic membrane, serving as the major
meability barrier, and the outer membrane. The inner laye
the outer subshell consists of phospholipids and the oute
lipopolysaccharides. It also contains proteins called pori
which form channels. The cell wall—consisting o
peptidoglycan—lies between the outer and the inner s
shells, in the so-called periplasmic space, and is linked w
the outer shell via lipoproteins. The cell walls of gram
negative bacteria are thin~about 30 to 80 Å@1#!. Gram-
positive bacteria have only a single plasma membrane an
outer membrane or periplasmic space. Their peptidogly
layer is thicker than that found in gram-negative organism
being about 250 Å@1,2#. The internal volume of bacteria i
filled with cytoplasm containing an actin gel which is, how
ever, too soft to maintain the shape of the living cell. T
shape is maintained by the large difference between the i
and the outer osmotic pressure~higher in the cytoplasm!
which is called the turgor pressure. For gram-positive ba
ria this pressure difference is about 20 to 50 atm@3,4#. For
gram-negative bacteria the turgor pressure is reported in
range from 0.8 atm for cyanobacteria@5# to 3–5 atm@6–9#.
The turgor pressure plays an important role in control of
behavior of bacterial cells. Changes in the turgor press
cause stress on the membrane and induce the expressi
osmoregulatory genes. Several functions of bacterial cells
regulated by the turgor pressure, including bacterial sig
transduction systems, bacterial periplasmic transport fu
tions, synthesis of porines, expression of the operon
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codes for the transport system responsible for K1 uptake in
Escherichia coli, and synthesis of the cholera toxin inVibrio
@10–12#. It is therefore of paramount interest to measure
turgor pressure and to study the bacterial reactions
changes of osmolarity. A first method for the determinati
of the bacterial turgor pressure was proposed by Mitchel
is based on the measurement of water uptake by pred
bacterial paste@13#. Later, the bacterial turgor pressure w
studied by several techniques, such as turbidity meas
ments by light scattering, light microscopy, and applicati
of labeled molecules@14#.

All bacteria are able to adapt themselves within cert
limits to the osmotic environment. The mechanisms of ad
tation are understood rather well@12#, whereas characteristi
response times of the osmoregulation mechanisms are
unknown. Observations made by stop-flow measureme
@14# yielded estimates of characteristic response times ra
ing from several tens of seconds to a few minutes. M
experiments reported in the literature to determine the tur
pressure have been subjected to the criticism that the c
response mechanisms may have caused a change in th
ternal osmotic pressure before the measurements coul
completed~for a recent review see@14#!. This problem is
overcome in the method of turgor pressure measurement
collapse of gas vesicles in the cytoplasm which was p
neered by Walsby, Hayes, and Boje@5#. These are hollow
cylinders composed of proteins which are filled with air a
are referred to as vesicles in bacteriological literature. Th
are found in some families of bacteria, including halophil
cyanobacteria, and methanogens. Other bacteria~such asE.
coli! do not possess such vesicles. In the above mentio
method the pressure applied to the external medium
causes collapse of the vesicles is measured under na
conditions and again after the removal of the turgor press
The difference between the two collapse pressures yields
bacterial turgor pressure. The collapse is detected by l
scattering@14#. This method is only applicable to bacter
possessing vesicles.

Recently, micromechanical techniques have been app
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PRE 62 1035BACTERIAL TURGOR PRESSURE CAN BE MEASURED . . .
to studying bacteria. The optical tweezers technique was
plied to manipulateE. coli @15#. Atomic force microscopy
~AFM! has also attracted growing interest in bacteriolo
@16–21#. Up to the present AFM has been mainly applied
qualitative characterization of bacteria. Both gram-posit
and gram-negative bacteria have been studied with this t
nique @17,16#. Morphological studies ofE. coli exposed to
antibiotics have been reported by Braga and Ricci@18#. It
was further shown that AFM can be applied to measure
force of interaction between a bacterium and a surface@19#.
It has also been used to measure the Young’s modulus o
dried sheath of the archaebacteriumMethanospirillum hun-
gatei @20,21#.

In the present paper we report atomic force microsco
studies of the gram-negative bacteriumMagnetospirillum
gryphiswaldense. We present a detailed theoretical analy
of deformation of the bacterial envelope caused by the A
cantilever. We show that measurements of the rigidity of
bacteria by the AFM technique enable the determination
the bacterial turgor pressure. In particular, we have de
mined the turgor pressure ofMagnetospirillum gryph-
iswaldense.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie
present the theory of local deformations of adhering bacte
The detailed discussion of our theoretical approach is
served for the Appendixes. In Sec. III we report an expe
mental test of our theoretical predictions by applying o
AFM technique to a macroscopic model system that mim
the situation of a bacterial cell. In Sec. IV we describe
procedures applied in our experiments on bacteria. In Se
we report the results of our measurements performed
Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldenseand the data are dis
cussed in Sec. VI, while Sec. VII summarizes our conc
sions.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE INDENTATION OF THE BACTERIAL

ENVELOPE BY THE AFM CANTILEVER

From the mechanical point of view the bacterial envelo
can be considered as a composite elastic shell. In genera
deformation is expected to be a nonlinear function of
force. In the present work we consider only small deform
tions of the envelope, which can then be treated within
framework of a linear elastic theory. This assumption is s
ported by our observations that the relationship between
depth of the indentation and the applied force is linear,
also by previous experiments@21–23#. We therefore assum
that the bacterial envelope can be characterized by an el
modulus characterizing the relationship between the de
mation of the composite shell and the applied force.

In this paper we consider the experimental situation o
bacterium attached to a substrate. The probing AFM
~having approximately the form of a rounded cone! causes an
indentation on the bacterium from above@Fig. 1~a!#. The
bacterial envelope represents a convex shell and its sha
determined by the turgor pressure. In principle, the str
within the deformed bacterial shell is determined by seve
contributions: bending, the intrinsic surface tension, and
additional stretching caused by the induced deformation.
small deformations such as produced in our AFM expe
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ments the tangential displacements of the bacterial shell
negligible compared to the displacement perpendicular to
surface. In the following the latter is referred to as a ‘‘norm
displacement’’ and we characterize it in terms of the funct
c, which gives the displacement in the direction normal
the initial ~nondeformed! surface of the shell@as shown in
Fig. 1~b! with its maximum absolute value denoted asd,
maxucu5d# and depends on the surface coordinates~Fig. 1!.

Considering the bacterial envelope as a thin shell, o
finds that the energy of bending per unit area is proportio
to the square of the local curvature~analogous to the case o
biomembranes@24#!. It can be expressed askc(Dc)2, where
D is the Laplace operator andkc the bending elastic modulu
of the shell @25# ~for detailed calculations, see@26#!. The
cantilever applies a localized force to the bacterial surface
this case the displacement decays to zero within the len
scaled @25#. SinceDc can be estimated asc/d2, one finds
the contribution of the bending energy per unit areaFb to be
of the order ofkcc

2/d4 @25,27#. In the same manner, th
contribution of the surface tension to the free energy per u
area can be estimated asFt;s(¹c)2;sc2/d2, wheres is
the surface tension of the envelope caused by the turgor p
sure. Finally, the surface area is stretched during the de
mation by the AFM tip. The stretching can be characteriz
by the area changed dA/dA, wheredA is the element of the
surface area of the bacterial envelope andd dA is its varia-
tion under the surface displacement. This ratio can be
pressed asd dA/dA;c/R. The origin of this relation is dis-
cussed in detail in Appendix A. Hence, one can estimate

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the indentation of the bacterial w
formed by the cantilever.~i! the cantilever;~ii ! the bacterial cell
envelope;~iii ! the substrate.~a! General view of a cylindrical frag-
ment of the bacterium and the indention formed by the AFM c
tilever. ~b! We show here the vicinity of the cantilever tip, th
contact domain~diameter 2r!, the elementdl of the contour
‘‘drawn’’ on the surface of the envelope in such a way that it
normal to the contact contour, the surface displacementc(r ), the
indentation depthd, and the cutoff distanced.
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TABLE I. Values and estimates of the bacterial parameters.

Specification of the
parameter

Measured or estimated
value of the parameter References

Young’s modulus of the
envelopeE

33107 Pa @22,23#

Bacterial radiusR 531027 m Our measuremen
Thickness of the bacterial envelopeh 1028 m @1,2#
Radius of the cantilever tip
r

531029 to 1028 m Our measuremen

Turgor pressurep for
gram-negative bacteria

;105 Pa @1,2,5–9#

Length ofMagneto-
spirillum gryphiswaldense
cells L

3 to 6 mm Our measuremen

Regime parameterk 30 to 100 Our estimate
Stretching modulus of the
bacterial envelopl

;1021 Pa m Our estimate

Cutoff distanced ;1027 m Our estimate
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contribution of the stretching energy per unit areaFst asFst
;lc2/R2, wherel is the lateral modulus of compressio
The total free energy of the envelope is the sum of th
terms: F5Fb1Ft1Fst.

The dimensionless parameterk5Ft /Fb5sd2/kc distin-
guishes between the bending- and the tension-dominate
gimes. Assumingk!1 one finds a bending-dominated r
gime Fb@Ft . In this regime F'Fb1Fst applies.
Minimization of the total energyF with respect tod yields a
finite value of the cutoff distanced4;kcR

2/l @25#. In this
case Fb;Fst. In contrast, k@1 determines a tension
dominated regimeFb!Fst;Ft . In this regime one finds
again a finite cutoff distanced2;sR2/l. One can estimate
the bending modulus of a shell in terms of the Young
modulus according tokc;Eh3 @25#, where h is the shell
thickness. In the shell theory the lateral stretching modu
appears as the result of integration of the shell free ene
over the shell thickness, hencel;Eh @25#. Finally, making
use of the Laplace relation between surface tension and
vature,s;pR, one obtains the following expression for th
parameterk:

k;
pR2

Eh2 . ~1!

The Young’s modulus of the bacterial wall has been m
sured forBacillus subtilisand isE'30 MPa@23#. By substi-
tuting the turgor pressure (p;100 kPa) and the bacterial siz
(R;1 mm) measured in our experiment~Table I! one finds
that the value ofk is of the order of 50. One can therefo
conclude that the bacterial envelope is in the tensi
dominated regime.

We thus conclude that the mechanical equilibrium of
bacterial shell is determined by its surface tension as we
its stretching and the turgor pressure. In contrast, the e
lope bending plays a negligible role. Hence, the free ene
describing the state of the bacterial envelope deformed
the cantilever can be expressed in the form
e

re-

s
y

ur-

-

-

e
s

e-
y
y

F5t Fs1
l

2 S dA

A D 2

2~ f•n!cGdA2pEEEdV. ~2!

In this equationp5pcyt2pext is the turgor pressure, which i
equal to the difference between the osmotic pressure in
cytoplasm (pcyt) and in the external medium (pext). The first
term of this equation accounts for the total deformation
ergy of the cell envelope and the integration runs over
whole bacterial surface area. The first term under the inte
is the surface tension caused by the bacterial turgor press
The second term is the elastic energy cost associated with
lateral stretching of the bacterial envelope caused by its lo
displacement in the normal direction and is determined
the lateral compressibility of the envelope. The third term
the gain in potential energy due to the extrinsic forcef per
unit area exerted on the envelope. Heren is the outer normal
to the surface. The scalar product (f•n) is the normal com-
ponent of the force per unit area. The volume integral on
right side accounts for the work of the turgor pressurep
5pcyt2pext associated with the change in volume. A mat
ematical complication arises due to the anisotropy of
surface tensions ~which is equal to the surface energy p
unit area!. The component of this stress in the direction
the cylinder axis,szz, differs from the transverse compone
sss. However, the AFM technique does not allow one
measure the components separately. We therefore assum
average tensile strengths5(sss1szz)/2.

The general relationship between deformation of the
velope and the external force is obtained by minimizing
total free energy with respect to the deformationc :
dF/dc50. In order to simplify the mathematical problem
we consider only bacteria with cylindrical shapes such
Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense. We characterize the sur
face of the shell by the radius vectorR5(R cosu,Rsinu,z),
whereR is the radius of the bacterial envelope, whileu andz
are the cylindrical coordinates defined in Fig. 1~a!. For a
force acting in the direction normal to the envelope and
small indentations of the cantilever, the main contribution
the deformation is determined by the normal displacem
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c5c(u,z). The displacements in the tangential direction a
negligible. The deformed bacterial surface can be descr
by a new radius vectorR8 represented as

R85R1nc. ~3!

Note that since the displacement is directed toward the in
of the bacterium, one findsc(u,z)<0. The bacterial free
energy Eq.~2! together with the parametrization Eq.~3! yield
the expression for the energy cost of the deformation of
bacterial envelope by the cantilever~Appendix A!,

F5F01tS s

2
~¹c!21

l2pR

2R2 c22~ f•n!c DdA, ~4!

whereF0 is the elastic energy of the nondeformed cell e
velope. By minimizing this free energy Eq.~4! in the de-
formed state, one obtains the Euler-Lagrange equation

H 1

R2

]2c

]u2 1
]2c

]z2 J 2
1

d2 c5
4 f

3pR
~5!

with

d25
3pR3

4~l2pR!
. ~6!

Here f 52(f•n) is the absolute value of the normal comp
nent of the force per unit area~in other words, it represent
the pressure that the cantilever tip exerts on the envelo!.
The minus sign reflects the fact that the force is direc
toward the inside of the bacterium. The cantilever press
f 5 f (u,z) varies as a function of the surface coordinates a
vanishes outside the contact domain. Note thatd in Eq. ~6! is
a characteristic length scale. It can be interpreted as the
tance from the tip of the cantilever at which the normal d
placement of the membrane vanishes. This cutoff radius
the deformation can be estimated by inserting the value
the parametersR, l, andp ~summarized in Table I! in Eq.
~6!, yieldingd;1027 m. Forp,l/R the free energyF has a
global minimum and the cylindrical bacterial shell is stab
In the opposite case (p>l/R) the shell is unstable and i
expected either to swell or to undergo mechanical fractu
Analysis shows, however, that osmotic lysis of bacte
should occur even below the critical value of the turgor pr
surepcr5l/R; moreover, it is probably related to the start
activity of the so-called lytic enzymes@8,28,29# rather than to
the purely mechanical fracture.

Solving Eq.~5!, which describes the deformation of th
envelope by the cantilever tip~Appendix C!, one finds the
spring constantks of the envelope:

ks5
3p

2
pRw~r/d! ~7!

with the geometric factor w(r/d)5rK1(r/
d)@dK0(r/d)#21, whereK0(r/d) andK1(r/d) are modified
Bessel’s functions andr is the radius of the contour of th
contact of the cantilever tip with the bacterial envelope@Fig.
1~b!#. The behavior of the geometric factorw(r/d) in the
interval of valuesr/d corresponding to those met in ou
experiments is shown in Fig. 2~b!.
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III. ANALOGOUS EXPERIMENT

The applicability of the present theory has been verifi
by a model experiment. A rubber tube with a radiusR
528 mm and a wall thicknessh50.4 mm, inflated by the
pressurep525 kPa, was indented with a sphere with a rad
of about 3 mm. The Young’s modulusE of the rubber tube
measured in a separate experiment was about 1.6 MPa.
Poisson’s ration'0.499 89 @30# was used. These value
yield l5Eh/(12n2)'832.2 Pa, and correspond tok.20
in Eq. ~1!, ensuring that the tube is in the tension-domina
regime. We varied the indentation depth from 0 to 20 mm
steps of 1 mm and measured the corresponding force app
to the tube. A linear relationship between force and inden
tion was indeed observed and an effective force constan
the inflated rubber tube ofks'0.7 kN/m was found. To esti-
mate the cutoff radius we measured the distance from
point where the force has been applied to that at which
displacement value decreased twofold~with respect to the
indentation values of 10 and 20 mm, respectively!. We found
a distance of 7 mm. Making use of the solution for the d
placement Eq.~C2! ~Appendix C! one finds the equation
1.5K0(3/d)5K0(7/d), whose solution yields the cutoff ra
diusd'31 mm. The cutoff radius calculated by inserting t
corresponding values in Eq.~6! is d552 mm, in good agree-
ment with the measured value. We could not measure
value of the contact contour radiusr, which is, however,
expected to be close to the radius of the indented sphere.
calculated cutoff radius valued552 mm yields for the geo-

FIG. 2. ~a! Variation of the displacement derivative]c/] l V

with the indentation depthd for three ratios ofr/d @r/d ~i! 0.05;~ii !
0.1; ~iii ! 0.3#. Note that a linear law holds for smallr/d. ~b! De-
pendence of the geometric factorw on the ratior/d.
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metric factorw(r/d)'0.335. Making use of Eq.~7! and tak-
ing into account the measured force constant ofks

50.7 kN/m, one obtains for the ‘‘turgor’’ pressure 16 kP
This is rather close to the pressure actually applied. The
sonable agreement of the present theory with a macrosc
analogous experiment convinces us that the theoretical
proach presented in this paper is suitable for calculating
turgor pressure of bacteria.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Treatment of cover glasses

Cover glasses~diameter 16 mm, thickness 0.1 mm! were
incubated in Piranha solution~70 vol % concentrated H2SO4
and 30 vol % of 30% H2O2! for 2 h at room temperature to
remove contamination. The cover glasses~usually 10 pieces
in a rack! were then rinsed 10 times in about 200 ml deio
ized water and dried at 150 °C for 30 min.

B. Silanization of the cover glasses

Silane trimethoxysilyl-propyl-diethylenetriamine~DETA,
United Chemical Technologies, Bristol, USA! was hydro-
lyzed at a concentration of 1 vol % in 1mM acetic acid for 5
min. The clean cover glasses were incubated in the solu
for 2 min and then extensively rinsed in deionized wat
Then the coated cover glasses were ultrasonicated for 15
at room temperature in deionized water in a Bandelin
norex RK 102~Bandelin, Berlin, Germany!. These coated
and cleaned cover glasses were annealed in an ove
150 °C for 30 min.

C. Stock suspension of bacteria

Cells of M. gryphiswaldense~DSM6361! strain MSR-1
@31# were used in all experiments. Bacteria were cultiva
using a growth medium described elsewhere@32#. In brief,
the cells were grown at 30 °C in a medium containing~per
liter! 0.5 g KH2PO4, 1.0 g sodium acetate, 1.0 g soybean p
tone ~Merck, Darmstadt, Germany!, 0.1 g NH4Cl,
0.1 g MgSO4•7H2O, and 0.1 g yeast extract. The concent
tion of iron in the growth medium was held at 15mM . Be-
fore storing at280 °C, 20% glycerol was added to the ce
suspension and 60ml aliquots were shock frozen in liquid
nitrogen. Shortly before the experiment an aliquot w
thawed and centrifuged at 10 000g for 5 min. The pellet was
resuspended with 60ml of buffer solution ~5mM Hepes
pH 7 and 10 mM NaCl!.

D. Preparation of the bacteria for imaging

15 ml of the bacterial suspension in Hepes buffer we
incubated for 10 min on a DETA-coated cover glass. Dur
the incubation another cover glass without coating w
placed on top of it~‘‘sandwich technique’’!. To remove the
upper cover glass a droplet of Hepes buffer was placed a
edge of the ‘‘sandwich.’’ Capillary forces sucked the drop
between the cover glasses, and the upper one could the
removed horizontally. During the procedure more Hep
buffer was added in such a way that the sample was n
allowed to dry and could be imaged directly with the AFM
.
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Scanning electron microscopy~SEM! investigations were
done on the bacteria. For this purpose the remaining bu
was sucked off with a filter paper after the upper cover gl
had been removed. For the control sample no upper co
glass was used during the incubation. The samples w
dried at room temperature and sputtered with gold with
BAL-TEC SCD005~BAL-TEC AG, Balzers, Liechtenstein!
for 6 min in an argon environment under a pressure of 1021

mbar, resulting in a thickness of the gold layer of 150–2
Å.

E. AFM imaging

Imaging and force mapping were performed with
MultiMode-SPM Nanoscope IIIa~Digital Instruments, Santa
Barbara, California!. A ‘‘J’’ scanner ~AS-130, Digital Instru-
ments! was used.

F. SEM imaging

SEM was carried out on a JEOL JSM-5900LV~JEOL
Ltd., Akishima, Japan!. The coated samples were examin
with beam energies of 10 and 20 kV.

V. RESULTS

A. Immobilization of the bacteria on a surface

An important requirement for AFM investigations is th
the sample can be immobilized on a surface. This can oc
by means of van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces,

FIG. 3. SEM images ofM. gryphiswaldense. ~a! M. gryph-
iswaldenseprepared by the sandwich technique used for AFM i
aging ~see also Sec. IV!. The beam energy was 10 kV.~b! M.
gryphiswaldenseadsorbed to a cover glass without the sandw
technique. No second cover glass was used during the incubatio
the bacterial suspension. The beam energy was 20 kV. The sh
of the bacteria are not influenced by the different preparation te
niques.
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drophobic interactions, covalent bonds, or a mixture of th
forces. For the adsorption ofM. gryphiswaldenseon a solid
surface we tried several procedures, like coating glass
mica surfaces with lysine, concanavalinA, CellTak ~a mix-
ture of cell adhesion proteins from mussels, Becton & Dic
inson, purchased from Labor Schubert, Mu¨nchen, Germany!,
and DETA. None of the methods resulted in a strong eno
anchoring of the bacteria to the surface. Only the previou
described sandwich technique, where the bacteria were
closed between a DETA-coated cover glass and a plain c
glass, led to such a strong binding of the cells that they co
be investigated by AFM. The bacteria had to be forced cl
to the coated surface in order to minimize the length of d
fusion. The shear forces while removing the upper glass
assumed to be mainly responsible for the strong adhesio
they might press the bacteria to the surface.

SEM control measurements indicate that the shear fo
deposition method~‘‘sandwich technique’’! caused no alter-
ations of either the shape or the surface of the bacteria.
ure 3 shows SEM images ofM. gryphiswaldenseprepared
with the sandwich technique~a! and without~b!. No surface
structure is visible. No surface alterations due to the pre
ration technique can be seen.

By making use of the AFM the cells could be imaged
buffer solution and showed an even and random distribu
on the surface. Their length was about 3 to 6mm and their
height about 500 nm. These dimensions agree well with
servations in the transmission electron microscope and
the light microscope. The spiral structure is clearly visib
~Fig. 4!. Figures 4~a! and 4~c! show the height signal, Figs
4~b! and 4~d! the error signal. The latter reflects the sm
surface corrugations@33#. The surface of the bacteria appea
smooth and almost structureless. The thick layer of
popolysaccharides and lipoproteins which is covalently

FIG. 4. Tapping mode image ofM. gryphiswaldensecells in
buffer solution. The cells were adsorbed on DETA by the sandw
technique.~a! and ~c!: Height signal.~b! and ~d!: Error signal,
which reflects the small surface corrugations.~a! and ~b! show an
overview of a scan range of 24mm. The membrane looks smooth
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tached to the peptidoglycan sheet forms a gel-like mantle
may be too soft to resolve single structures within the im
ing resolution of the AFM@34#.

B. Laterally resolved force mapping on the cells

For force mapping only intact bacteria were chosen
hibiting a height of at least 500 nm. Indentation data
bacteria were included in the analysis only if the origin
shape height of the envelope fully recovered after deform
tion. This means that the deformation was purely elas
reversible, and reproducible. We are confident that un
these conditions we measure the properties of intact cell
velopes.

In the force mapping mode force curves are taken wh
scanning laterally over the sample@35#. In Fig. 5~a! recon-
structed height signals are shown, while Fig. 5~b! shows
force curves along the indicated line. The letters in Fig. 5~a!
along the dashed line correspond to the letters in Fig. 5~b!
along the force curves and to the letters in the sketch of F
5~c!. On the substrate~s! the slope of the force curves i
equal to 1, because the substrate is almost incompressib
region~l! appears on the bacterium where the tip touches
cell laterally @cf. Fig. 5~c!# and the tip is expected to slid
sideways over the edge of the bacterium. As the contact

h
FIG. 5. Force mapping of intact bacteria.~a! Reconstructed

height of the middle part ofM. gryphiswaldense. The gray scale of
the height is given below. This image has been obtained by plot
the point of contact of each force curve of the two-dimensio
array of force curves. It shows the topography of the cell at m
mum force. The characterss, l, and t indicate the substrate, th
lateral contact, and the top of the bacterium, respectively.~b! Plot of
force curves along dashed line in~a!. Note that the force curves on
the substrate~s! are very steep because of its low compressibil
while they are shallow on the edge of the bacterium~l! because the
tip slides laterally along the sidewall. The force curves on top of
bacterium~t! reflect the compressibility of the cell. These curves a
the only ones taken for analysis of the turgor pressure.~c! Sche-
matic drawing of a tip scanning over a bacterium. The letters c
respond to the letters in~a! and ~b!.
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of the tip is not known in this case, those data cannot
evaluated and are not included in our analysis. Only fo
curves taken on top of the cell~region t! @Figs. 5~a!–5~c!#
were considered further since the contact area of the ti
well defined in this region.

In Fig. 6 the relationship between cantilever deflecti
and indentation of the cell envelope is shown. The inden
tion can be calculated by subtracting the cantilever deflec
on the bacterium from the cantilever deflection on the s

FIG. 6. Relationship between cantilever deflection and inde
tion of the sample.~a! Comparison of force curve on top of bact
rium ~experimental data! and theoretical force curve on a hard su
face. The difference between the two force curves yields the c
representing the indentation of the tip in the sample in~b!. ~b!
Indentation of the tip in the bacterium versus sample height. W
the indentation and the given spring constant of the cantilever
calculate the spring constantks of the bacterium.
e
e

is

-
n
-

strate@Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!# @34#. With the known indentation
and the spring constant of the cantilever the effective spr
constant of the bacterial cell envelope can be calculated
will be outlined below~Table II!.

C. Turgor pressure of M. gryphiswaldense

The outer membrane of the gram-negative bacteriumM.
gryphiswaldenseserves several functions. It acts as a m
lecular sieve, as a carrier of antigens and receptors, and
important it counterbalances the internal turgor pressure
this function it is important to know that the outer membra
is covalently bound to the peptidoglycan sheet and toge
with this sheet and the inner membrane forms the cell en
lope. The turgor pressure ofM. gryphiswaldensehas not
been measured so far to our knowledge. However, base
the literature data for gram-negative bacteria one can ex
it to be in the range from 104 to 105 Pa.

D. Spring constant of the bacterial cell envelope

The force curve presented in Fig. 7~b! shows a linear
response of the bacterium when loading it with the AFM t
The model developed above~Sec. II! predicts a linear rela-
tionship between force and indentation, which has also b
observed in our macroscopic model experiment. This s
gests that the observed linear force-indentation relation
due to the turgor pressure.

Since the elastic response of the bacterial cell envelop
linear, we can define an effective force constant that cha
terizes the rigidity of the whole bacterium. The experimen
setup may be represented by two linear springs in series,
being the AFM’s cantilever and the other the cell envelo
exhibiting an effective force constant. We can then calcul
the effective force constantks of the cell envelope from the
observed slopes of the force curve and the known forc
constantkc of the cantilever, according to

ks5
kcs

12s
. ~8!

The first row of Table III shows the effective force consta
as determined from the force map of Fig. 7.

With the radius ofr5531029 m of the cantilever used
and the estimated value of the cutoff radius (d;1027 m),
one findsr/d50.05. In the AFM experiments one can ge
erally expect to find the valuesr/d in the interval from 0.01
to 0.1. The corresponding value of the geometric fac

-

ve

h
e

ure of
TABLE II. The effective force constant as determined from the force maps and the turgor press
different bacteria studied in this work.

Bacterium
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

kc (N/m) ~60.01! 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.25 0.23 0.32 0.21
s 0.15 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.24 0.14 0.18

60.03 60.02 60.02 60.02 60.03 60.02 60.02
ks (N/m) ~60.01! 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.05

p ~MPa!
w50.2

0.085 0.085 0.106 0.127 0.149 0.085 0.106
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w(r/d) varies from 0.22 to 0.4@Fig. 2~b!#. Making use of the
expression Eq.~7!, the measured valuesks summarized in
Table II, and assuming a value ofw50.2, one obtains turgo
pressure values in the range ofp585 to 150 kPa~Table II!.

VI. DISCUSSION

We present here a theory enabling the application of
AFM technique to measure bacterial turgor pressure.
theoretical approach presented here is based on two ineq
ties. The first of them,k@1, distinguishes between th
bending- and tension-dominated regimes. The estimatk
;50– 100 follows from the bacterial parameters listed
Table I and reliably shows that the bacterial envelope is
the tension-dominated regime due to the high turgor p
sure. This enables us to reduce the free energy to a relat
simple form, Eq.~2!. The equation of equilibrium~5! follow-
ing from Eq. ~2! is still rather complicated and cannot b
solved in a general case. However, if the inequalityd/R
!1 is valid the envelope curvature and the boundary con
tions at the substrate play a negligible role. In this case
can use the quasiflat approximation and obtain a simple

FIG. 7. Force mapping on intact bacteria.~a! Reconstructed
height signal of intact bacteria.~b! Force versus distance curv
during approach to bacterium at point marked by the asterisk. N
that the linear relationship agrees with the theoretical appro
~Sec. II!, predicting a linear force-indentation relation for a cyli
drical shell, and with the model experiment described in Sec. I
e
e

ali-

n
s-
ly

i-
e
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lytical solution describing the envelope bending by the AF
tip ~Appendix C!. Our estimate yieldsd/R'0.2. Thus the
validity of this inequality is not as reliable as that of the fir
one. However, if the second inequality break down, the qu
iflat approximation still reasonably describes the deformat
of the envelope. This is proved by an analogous macrosc
experiment~Sec. III!, in which we measured~by a setup
analogous to the AFM! a pressure that was rather close to t
actual value despite the value of the ratiod/R'1.86. This
weak dependence of the force on the ratiod/R stems from
the fact that in the tension-dominated regime the force
erted on the AFM tip is largely determined by the envelo
shape in the close vicinity of the contour of its contact w
the tip.

The above approach makes it possible to find the valu
the turgor pressure by AFM measurements. We can de
mine the absolute value of the turgor pressure within a fac
of about 2, since it depends on a ratior/d that cannot be
measured. However, the increase of the geometric factow
with the ratior/d is rather slow since an increase ofr/d by
an order of magnitude~from 0.01 to 0.1! results in an in-
crease ofw by only a factor of 2@Fig. 2~b!#.

A single measurement of the elasticity at one point on
of a bacterium takes less than a second~typically only 50–
100 ms!. If the external osmotic pressure could be chang
abruptly without disturbing the AFM~e.g., by rapid ex-
change of the buffer! rapid changes of the cellular stiffnes
could be determined by AFM. This offers the possibility
monitoring relative changes in the bacterial turgor pressu
since according to Eq.~7! a change of the turgor pressu
from a valuep1 to p2 corresponds to a change of the effe
tive stiffness of the envelope,ks2 /ks15p2 /p1 .

Application of the AFM requires attachment of the bac
rium to a substrate. This may cause plasmolysis and in
ence the turgor pressure@14#. Plasmolysis may also be
caused by the measurement itself, due to damage of the
velope by the AFM tip. We observed this kind of phenom
enon in some of our measurements.

In addition to the measurements under constant osm
conditions, we tried the effect of changes in external osm
larity on the bacterial turgor pressure by addition of sucro
to the solution. We did not observe any changes in the rig
ity of the bacteria~Table III!. This insensitivity to changes o
the osmolarity is probably due to the fact that the measu
ments were performed within several tens of minutes a
the bacteria were placed into the medium with the increa
osmolarity, so that they could have adapted to the chang
the external medium before the measurement was starte

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theory for AFM measurements
bacterial turgor pressure. It predicts that the spring cons
of the bacteria measured by AFM is proportional to the t
gor pressure. We have shown that the AFM technique
ables measurements of bacterial turgor pressures with
factor of 2~depending on the ratio of the AFM tip radius t
the cutoff radius!. We made experiments onMagnetospiril-
lum gryphiswaldenseand determined the turgor pressure
be in the range of 85 to 150 kPa.
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TABLE III. Effective force constant of the bacteria determined from the force maps correspondi
Fig. 7.

Medium sucrose
(mM )

Slope Measurements Effective force constant
~N m21!

Standard
deviation

0 0.18 654 4231023 4.431023

50 0.18 550 4231023 4.431023

100 0.18 448 4231023 4.431023

150 0.18 493 4231023 4.431023
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APPENDIX A: THE FREE ENERGY OF DEFORMATION
OF THE BACTERIAL ENVELOPE

The parametrization~3! describes the variation of the ra
dius vector of the surface during the indentation of the AF
tip. The indentation leads to a change in the area of
envelope and of the volume of the cell. Following Zhon
Can and Helfrich@26# these variations can be expressed
functions of the displacementc as

dA5t@22Hc1 1
2 ~¹c!21Kc2#dA,

dV5t~c2Hc2!dA. ~A1!

In this equationH5(R1
211R2

21)/2 is the mean curvature
and K5R1

21R2
21 is the Gaussian curvature of the und

formed surface, andR1 andR2 are the principal surface cur
vature radii. For the case of a cylindrical surface~R15R,
R25`! we haveH52(2R)21 andK50. Note that the sec
ond term in the expression fordA is expressed in terms o
the covariant derivatives (¹c)2[gi j ¹ ic¹ jc, where ¹ i
[]/]j i with the cylindrical surface coordinatesj15u and
j25z. Heregi j is the contravariant metric tensor of the su
face. For the case of a cylinder the components of the me
tensor take the form

g115R2, g115R22, g225g2251, g125g1250
~A2!

@36,26#. The item ;(¹c)2 in the expression~A1! corre-
sponds to the well-known Monge term that appears in
theory of strong bending of initially flat plates@25#. In con-
trast, the first term (22Hc) in the expression fordA @Eq.
~A1!# has a purely geometrical nature and vanishes for
initially flat surface atH→0 ~i.e., R→`!. However, it plays
the primary role in the present case of a strongly curv
surface. Turning from the integral expression~A1! for dA to
the differential relation for the area elements one finds for
cylindrical surface

d dA5@22Hc1 1
2 ~¹c!2#dA'22Hc dA. ~A3!
e-
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This expression yields the estimate ford dA/dA used in Sec.
II.

Substituting Eq.~A3! into the free energy Eq.~2! and
performing the variation of the cylinder lengthL85L1dL
makes it possible to express the free energy variation un
indentation as a functional of the envelope displacem
dF5dF$c%:

dF5pRdL~2szz2pR!1tFS sss

R
2pDc1S sss

2
~¹c!2

1
l2pR

2R2 c22~ f•n!c D GdA. ~A4!

The initial cylindrical shell form must correspond to an equ
librium state. This condition is fulfilled if the terms linear i
dL and c become zero@26#. Since the normal force (f•n)
gives rise to the displacementc, the term (f•n)c is of the
order of magnitude ofc2 and should be included in the qua
dratic part of the free energy. The terms of the free ene
linear in dL andc vanish if

szz5pR/2, sss5pR. ~A5!

These conditions yield the Laplace law for a closed cylind
cal surface. Thus one finds the average tensions53pR/4.
Taking Eq.~A5! into account one obtains the free energy
the deformation of the bacterial envelope, Eq.~4!.

APPENDIX B: THE FORCE BALANCING
THE CANTILEVER

In the following we calculate the force of the bacteri
shell balancing the force exerted by the AFM tip. For sim
plicity we assume that it can be considered as a rigid con
body with a rounded tip. Therefore the contact line betwe
the tip and the bacterial wall,V, is a circle of a radiusr. In
practice the AFM tip has an irregular, nearly pyramid
shape, whose details usually cannot be defined. Howeve
the tension-dominated regime fine details of the shape of
cantilever tip do not play an important role. We assume t
the contact contourV has a radiusr that is approximately
equal to the radius of the rounded part of the AFM tip.

With the above simplification we can now calculate t
total force f t exerted by the cell envelope on the cantilev
which is obtained by integrating the pressure of the cant
ver f over the area of the domain of contact between
cantilever tip and the membrane:
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f t5EE
S

f ~u,z!dA. ~B1!

To achieve this we integrate Eq.~5! over the area of the
contact domainS and transform the integration over the ar
of the two terms in its left-hand side into an integration ov
the contourV of the contact line. For this purpose we ma
use of the version of the well known Gaussian theorem v
for surface vector fields. It relates an integral of the div
gence divB[¹ i Bi of any surface vector fieldB over a sur-
face domain S to a contour integral as**S¹ iB

idA
5rVBimids, wheremi is a component of the unit vecto
m5m(s) tangential to the surface and normal to the cont
V at its given point~specified bys! andds is the element of
the contour arc. For our purpose it is helpful to realize t
the operator in the left-hand part of Eq.~5! is the Beltrami-
Laplace operator on the surface:

DBc5gi j ¹ i¹ jc5
1

R2

]2c

]u2 1
]2c

]z2 . ~B2!

With Bi5gi j ¹ jc one findsDBc[¹ iB
i . Application of the

surface Gauss theorem to the first term of Eq.~5! yields
**SDBc dA5rVgi j mi¹ jc ds[rV(]c/] l )ds, whence

E E
S
DBc dA52prS ]c

] l D
V

, ~B3!

wheredl is the element of the arc of an additional conto
drawn on the surface in such a way that it is normal to
contact contourV. In Eq. ~B3! the derivative]c/] l is cal-
culated on the contourV.

The integral of the second term in the left-hand part of E
~5!, 2d22**Sc dA, is equal to the volume between the cy
inder and the indented membrane divided byd2. It can thus
be approximated as

2
1

d2 E E
S
c dA'

pr2d

3d2 , ~B4!

where we introduce the indentation depthd as d'uc(r)u.
We finally obtain the following equation for the equilibrium
of the total forcef t exerted by the AFM tip and the reactio
force of the elastic cell envelope:

3

2
ppRrS ]c

] l D
V

1
1

4
ppRS r

dD 2

d5 f t . ~B5!

Therefore, the mechanical reaction of the bacteria can
interpreted in terms of an equivalent mechanical circuit c
sisting of two springs in series. One of them with the spr
constantk1 corresponds to the first term in the left-hand p
of Eq. ~B5! which stems from the contribution of the turgo
pressure to the bacterial rigidity. The other with the spr
constantk2 related to the second term originates from t
lateral elasticity of the bacterial envelope. We can now f
ther simplify Eq.~B5! by estimating the second term in th
equation. Sinced is the depth of indentation the expressi
for k2 takes the form
r

d
-

r

t

r
e

.

e
-

g
t

g

-

k25
3

4
ppRS r

dD 2

. ~B6!

As noted aboved is of the order of 1027 m. The radiusr of
the contact contourV is assumed to be equal to the diame
of the AFM tip used in our experiments:r;531029 to
1028 m. With the values ofp and R given in Table I we
obtain for the spring constantk2;1024– 1023 N/m. This
value is two to one orders of magnitude smaller than
value we have measured experimentally. We can there
conclude that the main contribution to the reaction force
the bacterial envelope is determined by the first term in
~B5!. This simplifies the equation for the force to

f 15
3p

2
pRrS ]c

] l D
V

. ~B7!

APPENDIX C: BENDING OF THE BACTERIAL
ENVELOPE

Outside the contact contourV the external force of the
AFM tip is equal to zero. Therefore, Eq.~5! assumes the
following form in this region:

DBc2
1

d2 c50. ~C1!

One has to fix two boundary conditions. The first conce
the contourV of the contact of the tip. Since in our exper
mentsd@r, the boundary condition reads asc(r)52d.

The second boundary condition concerns the position
the surface of the bacterium~e.g., with respect to a sub
strate!. One should know precisely the envelope-substr
contact contour and the shape of the envelope in its c
vicinity. Since both the contour and the shape are unkno
such a solution cannot be obtained in a general case. H
ever, if d/R!1 the envelope curvature and the bounda
conditions at the substrate play a negligible role. Accord
to the above estimates the cutoff radiusd;1027 m is smaller
than the bacterial radiusR and much smaller than its lengt
L;1025 m ~Table I!. Therefore, the effect of the shell cu
vature appears only slightly in the local~on the scale;d!
behavior of the bacterial surface and can be neglected.
minimal distance between the indentation domain and
contact contour~measured along the cylinder surface! is
larger thand. Therefore, the effect of the conditions at th
contact contour is also small. In this case one can adopt
following approximation@27# ~referred to as ‘‘the quasifla
approximation’’! which enables one to obtain a simple an
lytical solution describing the envelope bending by the AF
tip. The inequalityd/R!1 makes it possible to consider th
bending of the envelope locally as that of a flat elastic pla
rather than of the cylindrical shell. Thus, the shell surfa
can be approximately considered as an infinite plane and
Beltrami-Laplace operatorDBc on the cylindrical shell is
approximated by the Laplace operator on a plane~x, z!:
DBc'Dc5]2c/]x21]2c/]z2, z being the same as the cy
inder coordinate, whiledx5R du. We further assume tha
the deflection vanishes at infinity:c(`)50. Within the
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quasiflat approximation this yields the second boundary c
dition fixing the position of the envelope with respect to t
substrate.

Equation~C1! with the above boundary conditions has t
following solution:

c52d
K0~r /d!

K0~r/d!
, ~C2!

whereK0(x) is the modified Bessel’s function andr is the
in-plane radius vectorr 5(x21z2)1/2 @cf. Fig. 1~b!#. The
slope of the envelope at the contact contourV can be ex-
pressed as
iol

ie

i

n- S ]c

] l D
V

5F11
d2

d2 S K0~r/d!

K1~r/d! D
2G21/2

. ~C3!

The variation of]c/] l V with the ratiod/d for different val-
ues ofr/d is shown in Fig. 2~a!. One can see that at sma
values ofr/d the slope is linear and one can write

S ]c

] l D
V

'
K1~r/d!

dK0~r/d!
d. ~C4!

Substitution of this relation into the expression for the for
Eq. ~B7! yields Eq.~7! for the bacterial spring constantks .
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